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BOCA RATON, FLORIDA, UNITED

STATES, July 17, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- The Halo

Capsule X is transforming the vacuum

cleaner market with its exceptional

combination of power, capacity, and

lightweight design. Boasting Advanced

HEPA allergy filtration and a wide array

of accessories, the Halo Capsule X sets

a new standard for cordless vacuums

through innovative engineering at an

accessible price. 

The bagless vacuum cleaner market

has long been hindered by

cumbersome, over-engineered models

that complicate the cleaning process

with issues such as clogging, dust

clouds and frequent filter blockages.

Halo has completely reimagined the

vacuum cleaner, addressing these

common consumer frustrations head-

on to deliver a solution that meets real

needs: a hassle-free, deeply clean

home with no clogs, no dust clouds,

and no repetitive filter scrubbing. 

Thanks to its unique carbon fiber

construction, the Halo Capsule X is

ultra-lightweight, while offering

powerful and efficient cleaning with

ample capacity. 

The Halo Capsule X has garnered

http://www.einpresswire.com


significant praise, with TechAdvisor ranking it as the #1 cordless vacuum. According to

TechAdvisor, "This lightweight bagged cordless vacuum can cope with anything you throw at it

while protecting you from handling dust and dirt. It’s an excellent cleaner whose design provides

a genuine alternative to the legion of Dyson clones – and it’s a sustainable buying choice as well."

The vacuum received a 5 out of 5 rating and was named Editor’s Choice. 

The Halo Capsule X now includes the new Hard Floor Roller for optimal performance on solid

floors, enhancing its versatility across various surfaces. 

Key Features of Halo Capsule X • Powerful Suction Technology: Engineered to lift dirt, dust, and

debris from carpets, hardwood floors, and more, leaving your home immaculately clean. 

Compact and Lightweight Design: Designed for convenience, the Halo Capsule X is ultra-

lightweight at less than six pounds, which makes cleaning effortless. Its ergonomic design

ensures easy maneuverability around furniture and tight spaces. 

To purchase the award-winning Capsule X on Amazon, visit www.Amazon.com/ HaloCapsuleX, or

on Walmart, visit www.Walmart.com/HaloCapsuleX. 

ABOUT HALO APPLIANCES 

Halo Appliances, founded by industry veteran Paul Bagwell, is dedicated to revolutionizing

household cleaning technology. The company focuses on high- performance, sustainable, and

user-friendly vacuum cleaners, with the Halo Capsule X exemplifying design and efficiency

through advanced materials like carbon fiber. Halo's commitment to sustainability ensures a

cleaner home and a greener planet. Follow Halo on Facebook, X and Instagram.
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